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Ravi Mishra  

Ravi Mishra serves as the Chairman and Managing Director (CMD), with over 20 years of 
business acumen embodying exceptional leadership qualities and a profound 
understanding of global business dynamics. His expertise in technology-driven solutions 
and strategic vision have propelled the organization to new heights. Known for his 
openness to innovation, Ravi seamlessly integrates novel ideas into the company's 
strategy, ensuring continuous growth and adaptability in an evolving market. His 
visionary leadership inspires the organization to embrace innovation and thrive in the 
digital era. 

Ravi is registered with the Ministry of Corporate Affairs as a Director in Indian Companies. 

The DIN (Director Identification Number) is 01628136.Currently, he serves as a director 

in 4 Companies in India. The companies he is associated with are from various industries 

such as Computer Related Services, Business Services, Manufacturing (Machinery & 
Equipment) etc. 

1. Innovative Infratech Solutions Private Limited incorporated on 14 August 2006. 

2. Limitless Mobility Solutions Private Limited incorporated on 03 June 2008. 

3. Osel Technology Private Limited incorporatedon12 July 2019. 

4. Arte Global Skills Recruitment Private Limited incorporated on 24 May 2022. 

He was born into armed forces family and studied Computer Science & Engineering. He 

loves traveling and has a passion for technology and photography. 
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Jyotsna Jawahar 

Jyotsna Jawahar is an accomplished financial professional with over a decade of 
experience specializing in strategic financial planning, analysis, trade finance, cash 
management, and risk management. Her academic background includes a Bachelor of 
Business Administration in Marketing & Finance from Andhra University and a Master 
of Business Administration in Marketing & Finance from Sri Balaji University. 

Beginning her career in 2012 at ICICI Bank, Jyotsna excelled in the field of trade finance, 

demonstrating expertise in optimizing international transactions and mitigating 

associated risks. She has since honed her skills in financial modeling, budgeting, 

forecasting, and financial reporting, contributing to enhanced profitability and 
operational efficiency. 

Registered with the Ministry of Corporate Affairs as a Director in Indian Companies, 

Jyotsna holds Director Identification Number (DIN) 08278091. Presently, she serves as a 

director in two esteemed Indian companies spanning diverse industries: 

1. Innovative Infratech Solutions Private Limited, incorporated on 14 August 2006. 
2. Osel Technology Private Limited, incorporated on 12 July 2019. 

Through her directorial roles, Jyotsna continues to leverage her financial acumen to drive 
growth and success in these organizations. 


